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electoral studies - elsevier - electoral studies is an international journal dedicated to the study of elections
and voting in different parts of the world. with a reputation established over more than 35 years of publication,
electoral studies is widely recognised as a major journal in the field. it publishes theoretically informed and
electoral studies - mr online - electoral studies 44 (2016) 329e340. election under two different conditions,
with and without gerrymandering. but unfortunately, in any given election, we are only able to observe the
outcome of each district under a single condition: either a district is gerrymandered, or it is not. empirielectoral studies - carolina de miguel moyer - article argues that electoral geography e deﬁned as the
interaction between the geography of social diversity and electoral rulese is key to answering this question. i
make two claims: ﬁrst, the impact of geographically concentrated diversity on party system territorialization
depends on the proportionality of electoral rules. electoral studies - polisci.pitt - traditional studies of
retrospective voting focus on the link between voting preferences and objective measures of the econ-omy or
voters' evaluations of their personal economic situations. such studies are also careful to control for other
inﬂuences, such as partisanship, ideology, and socio-demographics. in their cross- the political
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elections? - judicial watch - richman et al. / electoral studies 36 (2014) 149e157 151. for 2008, the median
length of residence at the current address for non-citizens was 1e2 years, with 16.9 percent residing at the
current address for less than seven months, and 25.7 percent residing at the current address for 5 or more
years. this is considerably more mobile than the models of electoral system change - olemiss - k. benoit /
electoral studies 23 (2004) 363–389 365 dynamic of change in electoral institutions and party systems been
observed as rap-idly or as frequently as in post-communist eastern europe (elster et al., 1998, p. 130).
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